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Summary

In this deliverable D7.3, the MATS internal communication platform and the
MATS materials, channels, and main tools for external communication are
presented. D7.3 also serves as the go-to document for all project partners for
information on project branding and available materials. The document will be
updated regularly when new materials, channels and tools are adopted.

In addition to the dedicated project channels and tools managed by WP7, all
project partners are expected to use their own communication channels to
communicate and disseminate MATS project news and results. All partners are
responsible for participating in project communications, sharing the work they
have done and disseminating the results. The WP7 team maintains a
supportive and continuous dialogue on communication activities with all con-
sortium partners.
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1 Introduction
Effective communication and engagement are an integral component of MATS.
In this deliverable D7.3, the WP7 'Project Management and Communication'
team outlines the 'Communication Toolkit'. The toolkit includes 1) the MATS
internal communication platform that facilitates communicating and sharing
among MATS project partners, and 2) the MATS materials, channels, and tools
for external communication that promote the project, its activities, and results
towards a wide range of external audiences and stakeholders.

The 'Communication Toolkit' also serves as the go-to document on project
branding and available materials for all project partners.

D7.3 will be updated regularly when new materials, channels and tools are
adopted by the project partners. It complements D7.2 'Communication Plan'.

All the materials described in this document are shared with all project
partners through the project's intranet, the MS Teams 'MATS' channel.
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2 Project internal communication
We use the MS Teams as the intranet for MATS. The MS Teams 'MATS' channel
is facilitated by the project management team (PMT; UH). All consortium
participants can access it after receiving an invitation from the PMT.

Figure 1 shows the internal communication platform of the project by a web
snapshot.

Figure 1
Screen capture of the MATS intranet

Once connected to MATS's MS Teams, project partners can browse, add, store,
and modify the project-related files and information. The site is a living space
that is updated based on the members' suggestions and the project's needs.

2.1  Contents of MATS intranet

The MS Teams 'MATS' channel enables partners to find all important project
documents (for example, Description of Action/DoA, Grant Agreement/GA,
and Consortium Agreement/CA) and to store and share information on their
work in a secure manner.
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At the current stage, the intranet site includes the following contents (it is
kept up to date):

 DoA, GA, CA: this channel contains the folders of GA, CA, and the files
of DoA Annex 1 part A and part B.

 Team contacts: A list of all partners team members is uploaded to this
channel and can be updated by each partner's leader.

 Templates, logo, Project Brief: this channel includes folders of Logo
and templates, and the file of MATS project brief. The logo folder con-
tains MATS logo in eps, jpg, pdf, and png formats, as well as colour
manual. The EU emblem is also included. The templates folder contains
MATS's ppt template and respective Word templates for deliverables of
reporting and discussing paper.

 Meetings: in this channel, we store and update the meeting records of
MATS. All materials in each time meeting are stored in a separate folder.
At this stage, we have the kick-off for the administrative team in June,
the kick-off for the partners leaders in July, and the project meeting in
September 2021. the agendas, presentations, video, and chat record-
ings are included in each meeting.

 WPs and Deliverables: this channel contains deliverables of each WP
that have been uploaded to the EC Portal SyGMa. In addition, the excel
file 'Deliverable timing' and the excel file 'MATS progress monitoring' are
included.

 Work plan amendments: this channel contains all documents related
to proposed amendments to the Grant Agreement.

 Project Advisory Group (PAG): this channel contains all six PAG
members information, and all relevant materials (agendas, minutes and
presentations) of the PAG meetings.

 Roles in project and time planning: this channel includes the files
'roles of partners in MATS' and 'Timing of WPs, tasks, milestones and
deliverables (Gantt chart) in MATS'.

 Work packages (WP1-WP6): these channels are created by the part-
ners who lead the WPs. By doing so, they can use the channels to store,
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share, and discuss their WP drafts and any other information that is
important for their WP work but does not fit to put in other channels.

 Library: this channel contains all external literature relevant to the pro-
ject.

 Communication and Dissemination: this channel contains communi-
cation plan, communication toolkits, and a living document for recording
MATS publication lists, dissemination, and communication activities. We
will regularly evaluate our communication activities and encourage part-
ner to share their experiences in organising different activities. As re-
quired by the European Commission, all communication activities are
collected in this joint online database, and the document update is avail-
able to all partners. In addition, data from MATS' social media accounts
and analytics from the MATS website are used to analyse the effective-
ness and reach of information posted. The quantitative metrics used in-
clude number and reach of communication activities by all MATS part-
ners; media coverage; number of followers on Twitter; Tweet visibility
on Twitter; website analytics on page views; number of submitted re-
search abstracts and articles.

 Internal reporting: this channel contains internal reporting forms for
WPs, Partners, and financial statements.

 Periodic reporting: this channel is reserved for use starting in M18

 Data Management Plans (DMP) and ethics: in the DMP folder, the
DMP will be updated regularly with input from partners, the latest ver-
sion is stored in this folder. The folder 'Ethical issues' contains all project
documentation related to ethics such as materials from the project ethic
issues including the deliverable of ethic requirements.

2.2 Access to the MATS intranet

All participants in the project can access the intranet after being invited to
Team members or guests by the project management team. It was
recommended that project partners experiencing issues accessing the MATS
intranet MS Teams get in touch with the coordination team as soon as
possible. The partner leaders are expected to update the list of their team
members in the Channel 'Team contacts'.
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2.3 Online meetings tool

Due to the Covid 19 situation of the past year and the fact that it continues,
the meetings of the MATS project have been organized online since the
beginning of the project. The main tool used for online conferencing is Zoom.
In addition to Zoom meetings, the MATS partners also use MS Teams meetings
for online conversations.

3 MATS materials for external
communication

The WP7 team supports the MATS partners in communication activities, and
provides a project logo, templates, and other materials for partners, following
the project's visual identity and branding. The project logo was agreed through
all partners at the beginning of the project. All material is internally available
in the project's MS Teams internal communication platform.

The project partners can decide which kind of dissemination and
communication materials they need, and how they adapt these or produce
own materials as long as they comply with the basic requirements and visual
identity of the project. Therefore, templates and materials can, if necessary,
be adapted to partner-specific applications for different types of
communication, e.g., technical reports about methods, case study reports,
policy briefs, and discussion papers, which are designed to suit the needs and
interests of different types of audiences.

3.1 Project logo, colours and fonts

A key element of the visual identity of the MATS project is the project logo. At
the beginning of the project, the partners voted their favourite from several
options. A logo that reflects the creation of new insights, connections,
gateways, and impact, with colourfulness as a symbol of achieving diversified
SDGs in agricultural trade was chosen.
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The project logo is presented below:

The second key element are the project's brand colours used in MATS as
follow:

The font family used for the PowerPoint and Word templates is Verdana.
However, a more common font, Calibri, can also be used.

3.2 Acknowledgement of EU funding

MATS partners are committed to acknowledging the EU funding in all
dissemination and communication activities, as stated in the Grant
Agreement:

"Unless the Research Executive Agency (REA) requests or agrees otherwise or
unless it is impossible, any dissemination of results (in any form, including
electronic) must:

(a) display the EU emblem and

(b) include the following text: "This project has received funding from the
European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under
grant agreement No 101000751. The contents of this publication are the sole
responsibility of the MATS consortium partners and do not necessarily reflect
the opinion of the European Union".
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When displayed together with another logo, the EU emblem must have
appropriate prominence. For the purposes of their obligations under this
Article, the beneficiaries may use the EU emblem without first obtaining
approval from the Agency. This does not however give them the right to
exclusive use. Moreover, they may not appropriate the EU emblem or any
similar trademark or logo, either by registration or by any other means.

The EU emblem and all needed material is provided in MS Teams of MATS for
the project partners. The snapshots are as follows:

3.3 Office templates

MS Word and PowerPoint templates of the MATS project have been provided
by WP7 for all project partners. The templates should be used for all
documentation and presentations about MATS.

Word templates are designed for all project deliverables and for discussion
papers and made available in MS Teams. A PowerPoint template with the
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visual identity of the MATS project as a background is also provided and is
available in MS Teams. A few snapshots of the templates are attached:
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The WP7 team will ensure that all publications and deliverables published
online comply with the EU Web Accessibility Directive.

3.4 Press release templates

Templates for press releases are provided, and the press release template can
be modified for use in the partner's own channels. Partners are encouraged to
regularly inform the press about project progress and results. Information can
be also published as a news piece or blog post at https://sustainable-agri-
trade.eu/news-blog/, and all relevant press releases will be featured and
stored in the Sustainable Agricultural Trade Hub (see Section 4.1).

3.5 Visualisation

A visual identity of the MATS project structure has been created to facilitate a
clearly recognisable presentation of the joint project. The visualisation has
been integrated as part of the project website 'our work'. It has also been
made available for all partners via MS Teams 'the project brief'. Figure 2
shows the workflow logic of the MATS.

Figure 2

Overview of the research elements
and the key information flows in
MATS

https://sustainable-agri-trade.eu/news-blog/
https://sustainable-agri-trade.eu/news-blog/
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4 MATS channels and tools for
external communication

In the following we present the communication channels we use in MATS. The
basic ideas have already been briefly introduced in Deliverable 7.2' Communi-
cation Plan' in M4.

The dedicated channels and tools for MATS external communications are

 Project website which will evolve into an interactive hub on 'Sustain-
able Agricultural Trade'

 Social media channels
 Blog posts
 Partners' own communication channels and means

The project website, social media, and blog posts are managed and updated
by WP6 and WP7 teams with the contributions from the project partners as
well as external actors. Key items will be updates related to research reports,
discussion papers, live events, meeting, workshops and seminars.

Additionally, all partner's own communication channels and means play an
important role in spreading the project's messages to a wider audience. All
partners are expected to also make use of their own communication channels
in communicating and disseminating project news and results. Generally, it is
important that the project is visible and known among relevant food system
actors and stakeholder groups.

The Sustainable Agricultural Trade Hub and a suite of engagement activities
and materials on agricultural markets, trade, and sustainability will play a
central role in achieving an enhanced civil society dialogue by providing
improved data, analysis, and methods.

Project website and social media performance metrics will be included in the
project progress reports.
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4.1 Project website

The Sustainable Agricultural Trade Hub – https://sustainable-agri-trade.eu/ –
is central in all external communications for MATS. The top menu contains
'About', 'Case studies', 'Outputs', 'Knowledge hub', 'Community'. Direct links
to the project's social media channels are also included on the homepage. The
project website is constantly updated.

The 'About' section provides information on the project's vision, goals and
partnership. 'Case Studies' will be a continuously updated section with all
major developments and insights produced by the 15 MATS studies.

Users will be able to access and download public deliverables and publications
related to the project through the 'Outputs' section. The 'Community' section
will be a space for news from the broader agri-trade community, including
links to relevant initiatives, organisations and data sources. The same section
will also include a forum for discussions with external actors.

The Sustainable Agricultural Trade Hub will also provide deeper insights from
the project's 15 case studies as well as the systems modelling and institutional
analysis, presenting findings, related discussion papers and infographics.
Some of the data will facilitate further research by interested actors.

The hub structure follows an easy to use and intuitive path that allows users
to easily explore the site. The hub is used to promote the project and
disseminate its objectives, work plan, etc., and as a space for discussing
project results with a wide audience, including stakeholders and potential
users.

The hub will remain active after the end of the project and serve as a valuable
public resource for this research topic and disseminating the results of publicly
funded research after the project ends. It complies with the EU Web
Accessibility Directive. In the following, we present some screenshots from
the hub for illustration.

https://sustainable-agri-trade.eu/
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4.2 Social media channels

Given that external networking is one of the key success parameters in our
progress reporting, MATS is active on Twitter and LinkedIn, with channels
dedicated to the project in both platforms.

Our Twitter channel @MATS_H2020 is primarily for external communication
and raising awareness about the project work. It provides succinct information
on project work, conferences, workshops and discussions, and the work of
others. Of particular importance in this regard are connections with others
engaged in research and advocacy around agri-food markets, trade,
investments, sustainable development, trade regimes, governance, and
policy. Tweets are also used for event announcements and invitations. The
MATS Twitter channel is planned to be a lively forum for discussion, and it has
already in the first months reached more than 100 followers:

A LinkedIn channel is planned for deeper discussions on agri-food trade,
investment and sustainability issues with professionals interested and working
in these areas.
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4.3 Blog posts

Regular blog posts are to provide interested actors with the latest news and
results of MATS. Interested parties can register for regular updates.

The registration form complies with EU GDPR rules, informs users of data use,
and obtains their explicit consent.

4.4 Partners' own communication channels and means

All project partners use their own communication channels to communicate
and disseminate project news and results to a wider audience. For key project
moments, issues of general interest or importance, partners' communication
sectors often take proactive communication steps to share information on
social media. For project meetings, workshops, and webinars, it is
recommended that they be displayed on the partner's external and intranet
calendars and that informational news be shared.
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5 Conclusions
Deliverable D7.3 elaborates the MATS internal communication platform and
the MATS materials, channels, and tools for external communication. It also
serves as the go-to document for all project partners for information on
project branding and available materials.

The deliverable will be regularly updated when new materials, channels and
tools are adopted by the project partners.

In addition to the dedicated project channels and tools managed by WP7, all
project partners are expected to use their own communication channels to
communicate and disseminate project news and results.

All partners are responsible for participating in project communications,
sharing the work they have done and disseminating the results.

The WP7 team maintains a supportive and continuous dialogue on communi-
cation with all consortium partners.
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